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AGM
Our AGM is this Tuesday the 4th February if any member wants to give it a go on the committee
let me know
We will also be voting on rules and subs
Work party
Sunday week 9th February is our second work party of the year. Woodlands lake at Forty Hall.
We will meet at 8am by the garages at the end of the road that goes past the car park or if you are
not there in time down by the lake.
It will be a boot job as like every lake it is a bit damp. Gloves, secateurs, loppers anything that
might be useful in pruning.
Due to the weather phone [below] on the Saturday to ensure it is all systems go.
Fisheries
Turnford
Water levels are very high at present and the banks quite ‘moist’. Take great care when walking
around the back of the lakes and in the natural swims, the ‘manufactured’ swims are OK with
either gravel or chippings underfoot.
Railway
Not many anglers on the bank so therefore not many fish banked but they are still coming out,
biggest I have seen is 28lbs but heard of larger from other bailiffs
Boot
Mainly Pike anglers with some getting multiple hook ups. 16lbs biggest.
Fishers green
Some trees have been removed from the river. Still several in there but they do offer fish holding
areas albeit an eyesore with the debris decorating them.
Water up to the banks on some days but still fish being banked. Look for back eddies deep holes
and areas behind flow breaks caused by trees in the water
First work party here will all being well be 23rd March more info nearer the time
RSA Relief channel
Running too fast most of the time for successful presentation of bait
Woodlands
A reminder that this is closed until 1st April
Paradise lake
Like pea soup most of the time with all the rain
The banks are very slippery being clay based so take care, having said that the fishing is slow
and will be until it dries up a bit and warms up.
There is a work party scheduled here on 2nd March. We have two trees to deal with, I have cut
most of one out just need a few hands on the rope to pull out both of them.
More info nearer the time.
New River, & Old River Lea
Both suffering from too much water
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